
Dispositions Workbook
How to Build Dispositions to Ramp Up Your Sales 
Reports & Unlock Conversation Intelligence
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Every sales call has an outcome—although 
your sales reports may not reflect that. 

Let’s face it, your CRM is only as valuable as the information it contains. So, how do you get your 
team to consistently capture every interaction and then accurately report on the outcomes? Meet 
dispositions. A simple but effective strategy to standardize call outcomes based on the purpose 

and origination of the customer interaction.

We know one of the most difficult parts of a sales manager’s job is analyzing the data, and 
identifying where there are gaps in the sales process. Whether those gaps are caused by poor 
lead quality, human error, or a lack of training often goes unknown. Leaving the manager and 
rep to be misguided or simply guess. This gets exponentially more challenging when trying to 

identify which call recordings to analyze for deciding what a successful conversation looks like.

In this dispositions workbook, we have identified some of the best practices that our teams at DialSource 
and ExecVision have learned through our work with over 1000 B2B sales organizations. The worksheets in 

this book are yours to use as a guide while building out a disposition structure to standardize call 
outcomes, tie them to specific conversation types, and determine the best next steps.
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Dispositions for Different Call Types

Whether it's an inbound or outbound call, a cold call, a sales demo, or a customer 
conversation, you can apply dispositions to any interaction. When you receive an inbound call, 

you can customize dispositions based on it being a prospect or a customer call. For example, if a 
customer is calling in because they have a problem, you can disposition the call correctly, and route 

the call to the Support team.  

You may have different types of outbound calls and custom dispositions based on the target 
segment your SDR's are calling throughout their day. Maybe you want calls for key target accounts 

to disposition differently than other accounts. 

The following pages contain examples of the different dispositions that could apply to different call 
types. Use the examples as a starting point as you think about what dispositions would best fit the 

different types of calls made across your organization.
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DISPOSITIONS

CONVERSATION TYPE

Connected: Referral

Connected: No Conversation

Connected: Conversation - No

Connected: Not a No, Not a Yes

Connected: Meeting Scheduled

Do Not Call

Bad Data

INBOUND COLD CALL

UNSCHEDULED

Gatekeeper

Info Gathering
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NEXT STEPS EXAMPLES YOUR NEXT STEPS

Keep in sales playbook

Remove from playbook, Add New 
contact to playbook

Keep in Playbook

Remove from Playbook, Add to Nurture

Keep in Playbook

Meeting Confirmation

Remove from Playbook

Keep in Playbook

Remove from Playbook
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OUTBOUND COLD CALL
Gatekeeper

Connected: Referral

Connected: No Conversation

Connected: Conversation - No

Connected: Not a No, Not a Yes

Connected: Meeting Scheduled

Do Not Call

Info Gathering

Bad Data

No Answer: No Voicemail

Left Voicemail

DISPOSITIONS
CONVERSATION TYPE

UNSCHEDULED

SCHEDULED
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YOUR NEXT STEPSNEXT STEPS EXAMPLES

Keep in sales playbook

Remove from playbook, Add New 
contact to playbook

Keep in Playbook

Remove from Playbook, Add to Nurture

Keep in Playbook

Meeting Confirmation

Remove from Playbook

Keep in Playbook

Remove from Playbook

Keep in Playbook

Keep in Playbook
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OUTBOUND MEETING CONFIRMATION

SCHEDULED

UNSCHEDULED

DISPOSITIONS

No Answer; No Voicemail

Left Voicemail

Connected - Conversation: Confirmed

Connected - Conversation: Rescheduled

CONVERSATION TYPE
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YOUR NEXT STEPS
NEXT STEPS EXAMPLES

Add to Rescheduling Playbook

Add to Rescheduling Playbook

Repeat Confirmation Playbook

Add to Rescheduling Playbook
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INBOUND//OUTBOUND EXISTING OPPORTUNITY

SCHEDULED

UNSCHEDULED

DISPOSITIONS

Advanced

Did Not Advance

Closed/Won

Closed/Lost

CONVERSATION TYPE
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YOUR NEXT STEPSNEXT STEPS EXAMPLES

Schedule Next Call

Move to Nurture Sequence

Remove from Nurture Sequence

Move to Nurture Sequence
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INBOUND//OUTBOUND DISCOVERY

SCHEDULED

UNSCHEDULED

DISPOSITIONS

Opportunity Created

No Opportunity Created

CONVERSATION TYPE
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YOUR NEXT STEPSNEXT STEPS EXAMPLES

Schedule Next Call

Remove from Playbook
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INBOUND//OUTBOUND DEMO PRESENTATION
CONVERSATION TYPE

SCHEDULED

UNSCHEDULED

DISPOSITIONS

Opportunity Progressed

Did Not Advance

Closed/Lost
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Schedule Next Call

Move to Nurture Sequence

Remove from Nurture Sequence

YOUR NEXT STEPSNEXT STEPS EXAMPLES
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INBOUND//OUTBOUND ACCOUNT MGMT
CONVERSATION TYPE

SCHEDULED

UNSCHEDULED

Escalation

Billing Inquiry

General Inquiry

General Outreach - Leader

General Outreach - User

NPS Outreach - Detractor

NPS Outreach - Promoter

Subscription - Term Inquiry

Product Inquiry

DNC

DISPOSITIONS
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Log a Support Ticket

Log a Finance Ticket

Add to Customer Drip Campaign

Add to Customer Drip Campaign

Add to Customer Drip Campaign

Send Thank You Email

Send Thank You Email

Schedule Follow Up Call 60 Days Before 
Renewal 

Add to Product Drip Campaign

Flag DNC field in CRM; Remove from 
Call Campaigns

YOUR NEXT STEPSNEXT STEPS EXAMPLES
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Complaint

Complete/Resolved

Product Question

Refund

Tech Support

Transferred

Cancellation

Ticket Opened - Follow Up Needed

Software Error

DNC

INBOUND//OUTBOUND SUPPORT
CONVERSATION TYPE

SCHEDULED

UNSCHEDULED

DISPOSITIONS
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Alert Account Owner

Close Support Ticket

Log Support Ticket

Submit Refund Request

Log Support Ticket

Re-assign Support Ticket

Submit Cancellation Request

Alert Account Owner

Submit Engineering Ticket

Flag DNC field in CRM; Remove from 
Call Campaigns

YOUR NEXT STEPSNEXT STEPS EXAMPLES
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Leveraging Dispositions to Trigger CRM 
Automation & Increase Agent Efficiency

Once you have your dispositions well defined and implemented into your 
organization, you are ready to take the next steps in accelerating your sales 

process and eliminating busy work from your reps day. 
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CRM remains highly inefficient 
because it creates extra work 
for sales representatives. 

Sales representatives are finding themselves 
spending hours performing administrative tasks 
like manually entering large amounts of data and 
searching through vast amounts of questionable 
information. 

● How long does it take your reps to log 
their activities and update CRM post-call?

● How many manual steps do you currently 
have in your sales process?

● Where are your reps spending the 
majority of their time during the day?

The Importance of automation 
in your sales process 66%

of a Sales Reps day is 
spent on non-selling 

tasks.

57%
of sales reps expect

to miss their 
quotas this year.

92%
of Sales & Service 
communications 

occur over the phone.
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Strategies For Developing Automation

Objectives
A shared set of 
objectives and 

KPIs for the 
project and its 

expected results. 

Process
A clearly defined 
and understood 
process shared 

with all members 
of the team.

People
Aligned 

departments 
with the correct 

talents, skills and 
abilities.

Technology
The tools used 

to support 
people and 

their process.

Result
What are the 
expected and 

measured 
results.

Setting up your team for success. A strategy for developing your sales process and CRM automation.

A CLEARLY DEFINED PROCESS 
In order to develop effective automation, it is important to know and understand your process and all of the different elements that are 
involved from start to finish. Processes can always be iterated over time and the Denali platform is built to flex with your ever evolving 
organization and sales strategy.

● Information: What information are you looking to capture or share?
● Fields & Objects: What field(s) and object(s) are needed or updated within the process?
● Tools: What tool(s) and platform(s) are required to complete this process?
● Outcome: What is/are the clear and measurable outcome(s) of this process? 
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Leveraging CRM 
Automation through 

Dispositions
Think of dispositions as trigger buttons. 

Automatically log tasks with just a click and add 
notes to them if needed.

Take the time to map dispositions in the 
following sheets to figure out what the best 

steps are in your automation process.
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Disposition + Next Step Examples
Developing an Automation Strategy

Left 
Voicemail

Drop Pre-Recorded 
Message

Increment
Voicemail Counter

Log Activity + 
Details in SFDC

Scheduled Meeting Create Task
Reminder

Send Confirmation
EMail

*may require additional steps in 
MAP

Convert Lead
To Opportunity

Set Opportunity
Stage

Suppress Record
(1-2 Days)

Closed Won Generate MSA
Contract

Send Files for
E Signature

*may require additional steps

Initiate New Client 
Drip Campaign

Submit Purchase 
Details to Delivery 

Team
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Disposition Planning
Develop your personal automation strategy. Fill In the blanks.

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

DISPOSITION NEXT STEP NEXT STEP NEXT STEP NEXT STEP
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Disposition Planning
Develop your personal automation strategy. Fill In the blanks.

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4
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Beyond CRM Automation, how can dispositions be 
leveraged across your entire sales process?

On the following pages, we will show three examples of how 
dispositions can be used to automate complex workflows, increase 
omni-channel engagement and improve your ability to coach reps.

Advanced Dispositions in Action
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Lead Quality & Speed to Lead
Leveraging sales tools to drive complex workflows.

LEAD

MARKETING 
AUTOMATION

PLATFORM

CALL CAMPAIGN

CONVERSATION 
INTELLIGENCE

OUTBOUND CALL

DISPOSITIONS

LEFT VOICEMAIL

SCHEDULED MEETINGS

CLOSED WON

Using the Right Tools
Having an automation strategy, along with the right platforms, can keep the process organized and streamlined. Maximizing tools that live in 
Salesforce and Microsoft Dynamics can help your sales team increase efficiency in many ways — for example, having a tool working natively in 
Salesforce that has stereo call recording will be able to log calls directly while maintaining compliance and encryption. 

GENERATE MSD CONTACT

CREATE TASK REMINDER

LEAVE PRE-RECORDED VMWEBSITE

SFDC REPORT
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Account Management & Support 
Arm your account managers with the right tools and process to quickly resolve customer problems.

Create a connected customer experience from the minute an agent pick up the phone.
Ensure account coverage and support onboarding, training, and renewal processes by prescribing who and when to call from inside CRM. 
When customers call in, prompt your customer success managers or your support agents with the contact record and recent call notes, so your 
agents know exactly what to say and what to do. Automate manual tasks surrounding customer processes to resolve problems fast and 
increase renewal rates.

CUSTOMER

SCREEN POP

INBOUND

OPEN 
TICKET ESCALATE

CHANGE TICKET 
STATUS

SEND EMAIL

SET FOLLOW UP(Update Status)
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Call Coaching
Unlock key insights from conversations

ExecVision surfaces valuable insights from your team’s conversations. When complemented by dispositions from the dialer, these insights 
provide an X-ray view into what’s happening on calls and enables sales leaders to dive deeper into performance trends, skill gaps and changes 
in the market. Dispositions also enhance ExecVision’s Smart Alerts. Sales leaders can create notifications that leverage dispositions for 
scenarios such as an uptick in unsuccessful conversations or a significant number of gatekeepers coming from a campaign list.

CALL CAMPAIGN

STEREO CALL 
RECORDING

CONNECT
WITH LEAD

CONVERSATION 
INTELLIGENCE // 

SALES COACHING

SPECIFIC 
OUTCOMES

DISPOSITIONS

No Answer

Meeting Booked

Not InterestedOUTBOUND 
CALL

SFDC REPORT
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Dispositions and Call Coaching In Action
When combined, dispositions and conversation 
intelligence lets you analyze call recordings 
from calls with the same call outcomes. The 
ability to identify trends or knowledge gaps within 
conversations your reps are having every day gives 
you the data and insight you need to coach your 
reps to success. 

A typical scenario we come across in many 
organizations is sales leaders have their SDRs or 
account executives give them feedback that buyers 
are not moving forward because of a lack of 
budget or pricing. With a conversation intelligence 
tool, you can run a search to show which calls 
dispositioned as ‘Closed Lost,’ and contained the 
keyword “budget.” As shown to the right, the red 
line is all calls that resulted in a no.  The blue line is 
all calls that resulted in a no, where the keyword 
“budget” appeared.

It turns out that budget is not the source of 90% of 
the No’s sales reps are hearing. Sales managers 
can then take this information, and coach those 
reps with objection-handling techniques to work 
around budget or pricing concerns. 

Call with Pied Piper
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Solutions like ExecVision and DialSource Denali can give 
you more visibility and transparency into what your 

sales conversations sound like. 

With DialSource dispositions, standardize call outcomes 
and guide your reps through the corresponding follow-up 
actions that should take place immediately after the call. 

Use ExecVision’s conversation intelligence platform to 
identify and close skill gaps to increase favorable call 

outcomes.

Get Started Today!

Schedule a DialSource Demo Schedule an ExecVision Demo

Want to hear DialSource’s Call Quality? 1.800.928.0392 | sales@dialsource.com Want to learn more about ExecVision? 1.703.574.6385 | sales@execvision.io

http://www.dialsource.com/demo
http://www.execvision.io/demo
mailto:sales@dialsource.com

